
Part 1, Question 3, Response Part 1, Question 2, Response 
1. Finish messaging feature  2. Implement login feature  
3. Finish camera  4. Add connection to web service 
(firebase)  5. make sure horizontal view works  Score: 
4  vu8hh  sn9dq  lwp2fy  ssb7xx  

2  yw7uc, sy5nb  

2  -add more than one screen  -some color as an 
accent would enhance user experience  -scroll view 
shouldn't be the whole page (add a menu)        ez6ah       mjr8fh       ak9ct       ptv6ug     

2  To actually build something other than a scroll view  

 ez6ah    Emily Zou    mjr8fh    
 Michael Rasmussen    ak9ct     
Anna Karoll    ptv6ug    Pauline Vu    Skej        

 
2 - minimum progress. The group has a clear idea of 
what they are planning to complete for the 
application, but has not started implementation.  5 
suggestions: at least one of their major screens 
complete, be able to handle rotation and layout, have 
at least one of their optional features complete, have 
a cohesive and simple UI, have some documentation.  

 
Group we are evaluating:                           
 yw7uc    Leo Wang    sy5nb    Shen Yan        

 
3     Incorporate the latest features to master branch, 
review all the requirements in lab 0 and make sure 
that check all the boxes for optional and major 
features, but overall a great app and enjoyable game.   jgb2eb  amr5tk  cwm4ec  srh2kq  

3    Add Menu  Add filters  Add Colors  Add like feature 
for event  Add create event page   ez6ah  ak9ct  mjr8fh  ptv6ug  
3    Build out a few more screens in the app to improve 
user flow.  Connect the map view to actual hospital 
locations.  Increase descriptions in the app as to how 
things work, and what buttons do.  Show output of ML 
run mathematically instead of just a word outcome 
like "low likelihood"  Maybe store past runs so a user 
can see past results?   hw4ce  



3  - Improve list styling  - Icons instead of images  - 
Remove clickable icon  - Go to map should send user 
to correct page  - Map overview page (show all found 
items, all item yet-to-be-found?)  jy2gm, hf6mw, cpg3rb, yl2vv  
3  1) Create a filter  2) Have each event be sponsored 
by an organization  3) Create an organizational portal 
for people to upload their events  4) Create a color 
scheme to give it some pizazz   5) Add menu  ez6ah, mjr8fh, ak9ct, ptv6ug     

3  Consider a login feature  find a way to save trips  
make it aesthetic  maybe do a recommendation 
system  be able to locate current location  lmd2py  ok6av  rjc3xv  
3  Don't include all memes in the saved category. Only 
include memes that have been swiped on.   Add tags 
for different types of memes.   Include tags for 
locations specific to UVA.  Ability to publish memes 
and then the ability to see all published 
memes.   Ability to see how many people have saved 
your published meme.       bak9cu         kl8jc         hhl4h             
3  I actually really like his app idea. It is meant to help 
students find the closest RA on grounds. The main 
page of the app is a google map with pins dropped 
marking UVA dorms, which reveal information when 
clicked on. Eventually, these information popups will 
have the phone number of the closest RA.  One 
suggestion would be to have different colors for 
different areas of dorms (blue for "old dorms", green 
for "new dorms"). Another suggestion would be 
filtering out non-dorm building data, and adding a 
filter button to select only 1st year dorms 
versus upperclassmen dorms. Also, it looked like 
location was fixed on the applications loading. He 
should try to make it dynamically change as the user 
moves.  jtk5aw  

3  Improve UI, add login authentication, implement 
fuzzy search  gmf5de  jaa8r  kl3jy  

3  Improve UI, implement calendar feature, export 
calendar to device, add login authentication, add fuzzy 
search to text input.  gmf5de  jaa8r  kl3jy  



3  Make sure API calls are working  Clean the layout up 
and make sure padding and margin are appropriate.  
make sure async calls have a loading screen  Improve 
navigation to make sure it is clear  Make sure data 
storage is correct  hw4ce  
3  Since it is early, it is hard to judge the overall 
effectiveness of the application. The future feature 
that the team mentioned would help increase their 
score when they were implemented. There was a bug 
where they did not assign keys to children in a list, this 
should be fixed in the future.  Finally the styling in the 
application needs improvement in the future.   sk8wt,  Vmc7ht  
3  Suggestions:  - Make progress on setting up firebase  
- Implement hyperlinks to stocks  - Fetching data in 
real-time  - Implement 3rd page of app  - Clean up and 
refine UI  dk9nr, br {} gs8rj  
3  Things to improve:  1. get the google api working  2. 
get the machine learning pipeline built  3. add 
additional information to the map  4. possibly add 
login  5. add the ability to rotate  hw4ce  
3 - some progress  Suggestions:    make sure API calls 
are working  add loading screen for async calls  
improve styling/layout to improve UI - fix margin on 
top menu in particular  improve navigation  make sure 
data storage is correct    hw4ce  

4 They need a bit more color and functionality  hg5mc, ck3fz, jcs4ua, jfk2bd  

4  ez6ah  mjr8fh  ak9ct  ptv6ug  

4  ez6ah       mjr8fh       ak9ct       ptv6ug     

4   hg5mc   ck3fz   jcs4ua   jfk2bd  

4  

Group 13: 
 hg5mc    Han Gu     
 ck3fz    Chirag Kulkarni     



 jcs4ua    Jack Short     
 jfk2bd    Joseph Karaki   

4                                          hg5mc    Han Gu    ck3fz    Chirag Kulkarni    jcs4ua    Jack Short    jfk2bd    Joseph Karaki        
4     App has many screens and functionalities, major 
progress has been made and they are 90% on track  
Suggestions:  1) Filter functionality for swiping to find 
people in a specific class  2) Add social media tags for 
users  3) Create some sort of map that shows locations 
of events/tutors  4) Buy and sell books and old 
material   5) Search for a specific user/tutor instead of 
having to swipe.  xz4ee  hc4pa  

4    UI improvement / add more color  Organize events 
by month, similar to firebase lab  Add "like" 
functionality so most popular events show up first   ez6ah  mjr8fh  ak9ct  ptv6ug  

4   UI is pleasing but not entirely functional  pjc8mp  maw3as  mk3qa  ys2nc  

4  1.Listings should show contact information  2. 
Search tab should offer filtering function      htk6hu   jk8cej   my4em   jpr2qe  
4  1) Add filter functionality  2) Changing the color of 
the background when an invalid email seems intuitive, 
clear instruction on whats valid would be nice.  3) 
More functionality like buying and selling textbooks  4) 
Integrate other social media ability to share with 
others  5) Add more functionalities to the calendar   xz4ee,hc4pa  

4  App has many different screens and functionalities, 
major progress has been made and honestly they are 
edging closer to "totally on track."  xz4ee  hc4pa  
4  Suggestions for them:    dynamically pull articles into 
firebase  consistent font styling   add images linked to 
article   maybe add more independent parties   adjust 
spacing issues to increase readability    (Mark M) mcm36u, (Alex G )amg2mu     



4  Suggestions:  1) Should add extra styling to the 
"swipe" page to style the photo and text to be nicer.  
2) Filter functionality on swipe page to easily find users  
3) more directions to user to use the swipe page( 
make it more obvious how its used)  4) Add some 
connectivity to facebook / other communication 
avenues to easily contact users  5) Be able to search 
for specific users rather than swipe.   xz4ee   hc4pa  
4  Suggestions: Improve Authentication Flow, add 
more UI colors, change from top nav bar to bottom 
navbar, add better security to authentication, and 
change navigation flow.   tcd4jy,  jvt5xf,  ml4nk  

4  Suggestions: Improve authentication, more UI color, 
adjust centering items, add better security to 
authentication, and change navigation flow.    tcd4jy,  jvt5xf,  ml4nk  

4  they still need to add the capability to write posts, 
and fix some inconsistencies with the UI  pjc8mp  maw3as  mk3qa  ys2nc  

4  UI improvements on the faces and calendar, also 
need to add functionality to the diary like postings and 
be able to navigate the calendar.  pjc8mp  maw3as  mk3qa  ys2nc  
4 - Frontend is well designed. Need more functionality 
for creating cards for each dog. Good progress overall. 
Would also recommend being able to upload images 
for dogs. Have the firebase features and open shared 
activity features implemented so far.   Good start 
overall!  jf8he  eae4bf  ngs5st  awb5jy  

4, add a filter to sort through events.   ez6ah, mjr8fh, ak9ct, ptv6ug  
4. major progress  Suggestions:  1. Add a profile page 
for users would be nice.   2. A rating system might be 
helpful.   3. I'm looking forward to the fully functioned 
camera. :)    htk6hu,  jk8cej,  my4em,  jpr2qe  

5  ez6ah  mjr8fh  ak9ct  ptv6ug  



5  xz4ee  hc4pa  
5  - They have made close to full progress on the swipe 
section of the app   - The initial design of the app 
seems to include most of the required functionality of 
the app  - There is direct alignment between the idea 
of the project and the functionality of the app   - 
Additional direction how to use the functionality of the 
swiping section of the app would be super useful  - 
Overall, the application includes the main requirement 
of the app and have made progress on the app     xz4ee,hc4pa  

5  Start adding the actual functionality and it'll all 
come together!  kl8jc  hhl4hb  bak9cu  
Evaluation: 4  Suggestion:  -add better security to the 
authentication  -more ui color  -change navigation flow  
-change from top nav bar to bottom nav bar  -adjust 
centering items  

 tdGroup 19:  tcd4jy    
 jvt5xf   ml4nk  

I would evaluate them as a 2: they have a fairly 
straightforward plan to follow to build out their app 
but haven't achieved any real progress towards 
implementing those features. I gave them a two as I 
believe that they can get to a level three evaluation by 
next week.   Five suggestions I have for their group 
are: have at least one of their major screens complete, 
be able to handle rotation and layout, have at least 
one of their optional features complete, have a 
cohesive and simple UI, have some documentation.   

Group receiving eval :                            
yw7uc    Leo Wang    sy5nb    Shen Yan        

Scale: 4     Suggestions:   1. Finish messaging feature  2. 
Complete camera feature  3. Implement login  4. Add 
connection to firebase  5. Handle horizontal view  vu8hh  sn9dq  lwp2fy  ssb7xx  
Score: 2  1) Have at least one of their major screens 
complete  2) Be able to handle rotation and layout  3) 
Have at least one of their optional features complete  
4) Have a cohesive and simple UI  5) Have some 
documentation  yw7uc sy5nb  
Score: 3  - Use address instead of coordinates  - 
Integrate weather and maps in one app  - Add another 
helpful feature  - Simple login screen  - Being able to 
save "Roadtrips"  lmd2pg  ok6ar  rjc3xv  



 
 
 
 

Score: 4  My suggestions: Have a login page, allow 
people to go from comments back to the restaurant, 
make the navigation better, add animation to make 
more engaging, make list of favorites for the user  asv6ef   sj4zm  
Score: 4/5  Suggestions:   1) Create a database to hold 
your app info  2) Figure out how to update DB if API 
that you are fetching from changes ( real time)   3) fix 
map feature   4) Login feature so that ratings cannot 
be duplicated  5) add animation? - make app different 
than other apps like yelp because they are well known 
and competition     Group 25   Amani V: ajv6ef  Sri J - sj4zn  
Suggestions:  1. have at least one of their major 
screens complete  2. be able to handle rotation and 
layout  3.  have at least one of their optional features 
complete  4.  have a cohesive and simple UI  5. have 
some documentation.     grade: 2  yw7uc, sy5nb  
The group did not officially start coding but they have 
a clear picture of what their plan is, what features they 
will be using, etc. I would evaluate the group 2 - 
minimum progress.  Leo Wang (yw7uc)  Shen Yan (sy5nb)  
Their score: 4    Dynamically pull articles to firebase  
Use consistent font styling  Add images linked to 
article  Maybe add more independent parties 
viewpoints  Adjust spacing to make it more readable   

Group we are grading:   
Mark M. mcm36u  Alex G. amg2mu  


